
Guam By Harry Rubotham



Where is Guam ???
- Guam, island and unincorporated territory of the 

United States in the North Pacific Ocean, the 
largest, most populous, and southernmost of the 
Mariana Islands. It lies about 5,800 miles (9,300 
km) west of San Francisco and 1,600 miles 
(2,600 km) east of Manila.

 



Capital, Population, Languages and Industries
- The capital of Guam is Hagåtña.
- The population in Guam is 163,000 people.
- The nickname for the island is The Island of 

Warriors. 
- Guam has a ten hour time difference to Ireland. 
- The postal abbreviation for Guam is GU
- Major industries in Guam are national defense, 

tourism, construction and food processing.
- The languages spoken in Guam are English, 

Chamorro and a little Japanese.     



Sport and Pastimes
- People that live in Gum like to play baseball, 

rugby, basketball and football. { soccer } 

Some famous sports players in guam are

Benjie Pangelinan   { baseball and football }

Danny Cepeda        { football and basketball 
}

Joe “baby” Taimanglo      { boxing/MMA }

Jesse Perez        { volleyball and basketball }  



Weather in Guam 
- The weather in Guam is 

usually hot and very dry 

I would describe the weather in 
Guam like Australia weather 
or Hawaii because Guam is 
a very tropical place. 



Foods in Guam 
-  Kelaguen is the national dish of Guam. This dish 

can contain different seafood and meat. It must  
contain a thick sauce that is made of lemon juice, 
grated coconut and chili peppers. During the 
cooking process, different seafoods can be added 
to the sauce.  



Famous People 
- Baby Joe Taimanglo is a famous MMA fighter from 

Guam and was born on June 27th 1984 and has 
been a professional competitor since 2004. He is 
the current Pacific Xtreme Combat featherweight 
champion.   



Transport in Guam 

- In Guam they use the same transport as us, cars, 
vans, trucks, trains and aeroplanes.

- In Guam a lot more people use the bus instead of 
cars, this is because it is very cheap method of 
transport and also environmentally friendly. 



Traditional dress 
-  Women wore leaf and bark around the waist 

and, at times, used turtle shells styled into an 
apron-like clothing piece. 

- Men wore an outfit of a loose button-down and 
bleached cotton trousers that ranged in length 
depending on the formality of the situation.    

 



The end thank you 


